I could fill many pages with ____________ of that first summer—of the ____________ we took neighbors by accounts trips to pumpkins with Captain Preble in ____________ jig to Portland, Bath, and nearer ____________; of the his they fine ports smiles good expeditions in the old ____________ colored dory with the home-made ____________ he was teaching flowers pumpkin she paper kindly canvas Andy to sail; ____________ of the visits from the neighbors ____________ relations who often came to brushes some to as help and spend ____________ day now that the weather was so ____________. Such long, blue, sunny days they under greet all fine slow very were, ____________, and, as it happens in the northern ____________, where the seasons are short, all too greatly stomp beans places made ____________ flowers seemed to be trying to ____________ all at once. When buttercups and the an great and as blossom and devil’s paint brushes were still ____________ in all the fields, the wild daisies goat find great now bright ____________ were already opening their petals, and ____________ their last one fell, Queen Anne’s how mug roses before along card and early goldenrod were beginning ____________ crowd them out. There were weather lighted lace as do to ____________ of berries to be picked. Never ____________ there been such a season for baskets paints all jealous had did ____________, everyone said, especially for wild ____________. Indeed, it was thanks to them that relations wild do mice raspberries ____________, I was so nearly lost in ____________ world.

It came about this way: ____________ Preble had sent us off to ____________ another quart or Mrs. as she believe pick rise two for her ____________. Andy and Phoebe were to go ____________ a patch not more than a beginning for preserving to as forget ____________ or so down the road, where ____________ had picked several days before. Andy mile road sweep those main we ____________ a big splint-bottomed basket, ____________ Pheobe had a small one in said carried fell to while during ____________ I was allowed to ride until it ____________ be time for me to yield ____________ as which as should do kind its beg my place to the raspberries.